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We study the electro-optic properties of subwavelength-pitch deformed-helix ferroelectric liquid
crystals (DHFLC) illuminated with unpolarized light. In the experimental setup based on the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, it was observed that the reference and the sample beams being both
unpolarized produce the interference pattern which is insensitive to rotation of in-plane optical axes
of the DHFLC cell. We find that the field induced shift of the interference fringes can be described in
terms of the electrically dependent Pancharatnam relative phase determined by the averaged phase
shift, whereas the visibility of the fringes is solely dictated by the phase retardation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystal (LC) spatial light modulators (SLMs)
are known to be the key elements widely employed to
modulate amplitude, phase, or polarization of light waves
in space and time [1]. Ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs)
represent most promising chiral liquid crystal material
which is characterized by very fast response time (a de-
tailed description of FLCs can be found, e.g., in [2]).
However, most of the FLC modes are not suitable for
phase-only modulation devices because their optical axis
sweeps in the plane of the cell substrate producing unde-
sirable changes in the polarization state of the incident
light.
In order to get around the optical axis switching prob-
lem the system consisting of a FLC half-wave plate sand-
wiched between two quarter-wave plates was suggested
in [3]. But, in this system, the 2pi phase modulation re-
quires the smectic tilt angle to be equal to 45◦. This
value is a real challenge for the material science and, in
addition, the response time dramatically increases when
the tilt angle grows up to 45◦ [4, 5].
An alternative approach proposed in [6, 7] is based
on the orientational Kerr effect in a vertically aligned
deformed helix ferroelectric LC (DHFLC) with sub-
wavelength helix pitch. This effect is characterized by
fast and, under certain conditions [8, 9], hysteresis-free
electro-optics that preserves ellipticity of the incident
light.
An important point is that all the above mentioned
studies deal with the case of linearly polarized illumina-
tion where the incident beam is fully polarized. In this
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paper, we will go beyond this limitation and examine
the electro-optic behavior of the planar aligned DHFLC
cells illuminated with unpolarized light as the way to
obtain the response insensitive to the effect of electric-
field-induced rotation of in-plane optical axes which was
found to be responsible for the presence of amplitude
modulation [10]. The paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II, after introducing the geometry of the
DHFLC cell and discussing the orientational Kerr ef-
fect, we describe the samples and our experimental setup
which is based on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The experimental results are interpreted theoretically in
Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV we draw the results together
and make some concluding remarks. Details on the ef-
fective dielectric tensor of DHFLC cells are given in the
Appendix.
II. EXPERIMENT
We consider a DHFLC layer of thickness D with the z
axis normal to the bounding surfaces: z = 0 and z = D
(see Fig. 1). The geometry of a uniform lying DHFLC
helix with subwavelength pitch where the helix (twisting)
axis hˆ is directed along the x axis will be our primary
concern. In this geometry depicted in Fig. 1 the equilib-
rium orientational structure can be described as a helical
twisting pattern where FLC molecules align on average
along a local unit director
dˆ = cos θ hˆ+ sin θ cˆ, (1)
where θ is the smectic tilt angle; hˆ = xˆ is the twisting
axis normal to the smectic layers and cˆ ⊥ hˆ is the c-
director. The FLC director (1) lies on the smectic cone
depicted in Fig. 1(left) and rotates in a helical fashion
about a uniform twisting axis hˆ forming the FLC helix.
This rotation is described by the azimuthal angle around
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2the cone φ that specifies orientation of the c-director in
the plane perpendicular to hˆ.
Figure 1(right) illustrates the uniform lying FLC helix
in the slab geometry with the smectic layers normal to
the substrates and
hˆ = xˆ, cˆ = cosφ yˆ + sinφ zˆ, E = E zˆ, (2)
where E is the applied electric field which is linearly cou-
pled to the spontaneous ferroelectric polarization
Ps = Pspˆ, pˆ = hˆ× cˆ = cosφ zˆ− sinφ yˆ, (3)
where pˆ is the polarization unit vector.
For a biaxial FLC, the components of the dielectric
tensor, ε, are given by
ij = ⊥δij + (1 − ⊥) didj + (2 − ⊥) pipj
= ⊥[δij + (r1 − 1)didj + (r2 − 1)pipj ], (4)
where i, j ∈ {x, y, z}, δij is the Kronecker delta; di (pi) is
the ith component of the FLC director [unit polarization
vector] given by Eq. (1) [Eq. (3)]; r1 = 1/⊥ (r2 = 2/⊥)
is the anisotropy (biaxiality) ratio. In the case of uniaxial
anisotropy with r2 = 1, we have the two principal val-
ues of the dielectric tensor, 2 = ⊥ and 1 = ‖, giving
the ordinary (extraordinary) refractive index n⊥ =
√
µ⊥
(n‖ =
√
µ‖), where the magnetic tensor of FLC is as-
sumed to be isotropic with the magnetic permittivity µ.
According to Refs. [10–12], optical properties of such
cells can be described by the effective dielectric tensor
of a homogenized DHFLC helical structure (the results
used in this paper are summarized in the Appendix). As
is shown in Fig. 2, the zero-field (E = 0) dielectric tensor
is uniaxially anisotropic with the optical axis directed
along the twisting axis hˆ = xˆ. The zero-field effective
refractive indices of extraordinary (ordinary) waves, nh
(np), generally depend on the smectic tilt angle θ and
the optical (high frequency) dielectric constants charac-
terizing the FLC material that enter the tensor given in
Eq. (4) (the expressions for h = n
2
h and p = n
2
p are
given by Eq. (A9) in the Appendix).
Figure 1: Geometry of smectic cone (left) and DHFLC
cell (right). 1 – cell substrates; 2 – incident light beam;
3 – smectic layers.
Referring to Fig. 2, the electric-field-induced
anisotropy is generally biaxial so that the dielectric
tensor is characterized by the three generally different
principal values (eigenvalues): ± = n2± and z = n
2
z (see
Eqs. (A12) and (A13) in the Appendix). The in-plane
principal optical axes (eigenvectors)
dˆ+ = cosψd xˆ+ sinψd yˆ, dˆ− = zˆ× dˆ+ (5)
are rotated about the vector of electric field, E ‖ zˆ, by the
azimuthal angle ψd (see Eq. (A18) in the Appendix). In
the low electric field region, the electric field dependence
of the angle ψd is approximately linear: ψd ∝ E, whereas
the electrically induced part of the principal refractive in-
dices, n± and nz, is typically dominated by the Kerr-like
nonlinear terms proportional to E2 (see, e.g., equations
(10)–(18) in Ref. [10]). This effect — the so-called
orientational Kerr effect — is caused by the electrically
induced distortions of the helical structure. It is governed
by the effective dielectric tensor of a nanostructured chi-
ral smectic liquid crystal defined through averaging over
the FLC orientational structure [6, 7, 11, 12].
Figure 2: Ellipsoids of effective refractive indices of a
short-pitch DHFLC cell. Left: at E = 0, the field-free
effective ellipsoid is uniaxially anisotropic with the
optical axis parallel to the helix axis (the x axis). The
refractive indices nh and np correspond to the optical
axes along and perpendicular to the helix axis,
respectively. Right: applying an electric field across the
cell, makes the optical anisotropy biaxial with the two
in-plane optical axes rotated by the angle ψd ∝ E about
the electric field vector E.
In our experiments we have used the FLC mixture
FLC-624 (from P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences) as the material for the DHFLC
layer. The FLC-624 is a mixture of the FLC-618 (the
chemical structure can be found in [7]) and the well-
known nematic liquid crystal 5CB. The weight concen-
trations in the mixture are 98% of FLC-618 and 2%
of 5CB. The phase transition sequence of the FLC-
624 during heating from the solid crystalline phase is
Cr
+20◦C−−−−→ SmC? +60
◦C−−−−→ SmA? +116
◦C−−−−−→ Iso, whereas
3at cooling down from isotropic phase crystallization oc-
curs around +6◦C. At room temperature (T = 23◦C),
the spontaneous polarization Ps and the FLC helix pitch
p0 are 185 nC/cm
2 and 210 nm, respectively.
The FLC-624 layer is sandwiched between two glass
substrates covered by indium tin oxide (ITO) and align-
ing films with the thickness 20 nm and the gap is fixed
by spacers at D ≈ 53 µm. The FLC alignment technique
that provides high-quality chevron-free planar alignment
with smectic layers perpendicular to the substrates is de-
tailed in Ref. [10].
Figure 3: Experimental setup based on a Mach-Zehnder
two-arm interferometer: BS is the beam splitter; M1
and M2 are the mirrors; PMT is the photomultiplier
tube.
Electro-optical studies of DHFLC cells are typically
carried out by measuring the transmittance of normally
incident light passing through crossed polarizers. By con-
trast, our experimental setup shown in Fig. 3 is based on
a Mach-Zehnder two-beam interferometer where the FLC
cell is placed in the path of the sample beam.
A helium-neon laser with the wavelength of 632.8 nm
was used as a source of unpolarized light. A beam split-
ter (BS) divides a collimated unpolarized laser light into
two beams, the reference and the sample beams, which,
after reflection at the mirrors M1 and M2, are recom-
bined at the semireflecting surface of the beam splitter
(BS). The interfering beams emerging from the interfer-
ometer optionally pass through an output polarizer with
the transmission axis azimuth ψp and then are projected
by the lens on to a screen with a pinhole. After passing
the pinhole, light is collected by a photomultiplier (PMT)
used in the linear regime as a photodetector.
The interferometer was adjusted to obtain the fringes
of equal thickness shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The period
of the interference pattern was 120 times larger than
the pinhole diameter and thus our measurements of the
light intensity were performed with an accuracy less than
0.7%. In order to minimize the polarizing effects of Fres-
nel reflections, all the directions of incidence were close
Figure 4: The interference fringes at E 6= 0 (top) and
E = 0 (bottom).
to the normal (deviations from the normal were less than
2◦) so that the measured values of the degree of polar-
ization of both beams were below 10−4.
Figure 5: The interferogram obtained without the
output polarizer shows the half-wave fringes indicated
by arrows.
In order to facilitate data processing for signals regis-
tered by PMT, the mirrors M1 and M2 were fine tuned
so as to bring the pinhole into coincidence with the posi-
tion of an intensity minimum of the field-free interference
pattern. The experimental results measured for trian-
gular wave-form of driving voltage with the frequency
f = 50 Hz (the voltage applied across the DHFLC cell
ranges from −40 V to +40 V) are presented in Figs. 6
and 7. These figures clearly indicate that the applied
voltage results in modulation of the light intensity no
matter whether the output wavefield passes through the
4polarizer or not. Another important effect is the elec-
tric field induced shift of the interference fringes which is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
III. THEORY
Theoretically, the above findings can be interpreted in
terms of the output beam written as the sum of the vector
amplitudes
E = Es +Er (6)
representing the light transmitted through the FLC cell
(the sample beam), Es =
(
E
(s)
x
E
(s)
y
)
, and the reference
beam, Er =
(
E
(r)
x
E
(r)
y
)
= TrE0 = e
iΦ0E0, where Tr =
eiΦ0I2 and I2 is the 2× 2 unity matrix.
The vector amplitudes of incident and transmitted
waves, E0 and Es, are related through the standard
input-output relation
Es = TsE0, (7)
where Ts is the transmission matrix that, for the case of
normal incidence, can be easily obtained from the general
results of Refs. [12, 13] in the form:
Ts = t+dˆ+ ⊗ dˆ∗+ + t−dˆ− ⊗ dˆ∗−, (8)
t± = |t±|eiΦ± =
1− ρ2±
1− ρ2± exp(2in±h)
exp(in±h), (9)
where ρ± = (n± − nm)/(n± + nm) is the Fresnel reflec-
tion coefficient; nm is the refractive index of the am-
bient medium; h = kvacD is the thickness parameter;
kvac = ω/c is the free-space wavenumber; and an asterisk
will indicate complex conjugation. When the reflection
coefficients, ρ±, are small, the transmission coefficients,
t+ and t−, can be approximated by the well-known for-
mulas
t± ≈ exp(iΦ±), Φ± = n±h. (10)
and, in this reflectionless approximation, the transmis-
sion matrix is unitary.
The beam emerging from the interferometer and the
incident light are characterized by the 2 × 2 equal-time
coherence matrices [14, 15], M and M0, with the ele-
ments Mαβ =
〈
EαE
∗
β
〉
and M
(0)
αβ =
〈
E
(0)
α
[
E
(0)
β
]∗〉
, re-
spectively. From the general relation linking these ma-
trices M = TM0T
†, where T = Ts + Tr and a dagger
will denote Hermitian conjugation, we have the coherence
matrix of the output wavefield (6) given by
M = Mr +Ms +Mi, Mi = TsM0T
†
r +TrM0T
†
s,
(11)
where Mr = TrM0T
†
r = M0 is the coherence matrix
of the reference beam, Ms = TsM0T
†
s is the coherence
matrix of the light transmitted through the DHFLC cell
and Mi is the interference term.
For the case where the input light is unpolarized and
its coherency matrix is proportional to the unity matrix,
M0 =
I0
2
I2 ≡ Mu, the coherence matrix (11) takes the
form:
1
I0
M =
m0
2
I2 +
mp
2
(
cos 2ψd sin 2ψd
sin 2ψd − cos 2ψd
)
, (12)
I/I0 ≡ m0 = 1 + |t+|
2 + |t−|2
2
+ Re[e−iΦ0(t+ + t−)]
≈ 2{1 + cos(Φ− Φ0) cos(∆Φ)}, (13)
Φ = (Φ+ + Φ−)/2, ∆Φ = (Φ+ − Φ−)/2, (14)
mp =
|t+|2 − |t−|2
2
+ Re[e−iΦ0(t+ − t−)]
≈ −2 sin(Φ− Φ0) sin(∆Φ), (15)
where I = 〈E · E∗〉 is the total intensity of the beams
exiting the interferometer; Φ is the averaged phase shift ;
2∆Φ = (n+ − n−)h is the difference in optical path of
the ordinary and extraordinary waves known as the phase
retardation.
The approximate expressions for the intensity and po-
larization parameters, m0 and mp, are derived using the
approximation given by Eq. (10). This is the case where
the matrix Ts is unitary and, similar to the reference
beam, the light field emerging from the FLC cell is un-
polarized: Ms = Mr = Mu. So, the only electric field
dependent contribution to the coherence matrix of the
total wavefield M (see Eq. (11)) comes from the interfer-
ence term Mi.
This term is responsible for the following two effects:
(a) electrically induced modulation of the intensity de-
scribed by Eq. (13); and (b) the total wavefield (6) is
partially polarized with the degree of polarization P =
|mp|/m0 and the Stokes parameters
(S1, S2, S3) = I0mp(cos 2ψd, sin 2ψd, 0) ≡ I0mpsˆd (16)
varying with applied electric field. The latter, in par-
ticular, implies that the intensity of light that after the
interferometer passes through a linear polarizer
Ip(ψp)/I0 = [m0 +mp cos 2(ψd − ψp)]/2 (17)
depends on orientation of the polarizer transmission axis
specified by the azimuthal angle ψp.
From (13), electric-field-induced modulation of the in-
tensity does not depend on orientation of the optical axes
(the azimuthal angle ψd) and will occur even if the cell is
optically isotropic and Φ+ = Φ− = Φ. Interestingly, this
effect can be interpreted in terms of the Pancharatnam
phase, ΦP .
This phase has a long history dating back to the orig-
inal paper by Pancharatnam [16] (see also a collection of
5important papers [17]) and can naturally be defined as
the phase acquired by a light wave as it evolves along a
path in the space of polarization states. In our case, the
Pancharatnam phase is generated by evolution of mixed
polarization states governed by the transmission matrix
Ts(h) (a recent discussion of the Pancharatnam phase
for pure and mixed states in optics can be found, e.g.,
in [18, 19]).
To be more specific, let us consider a partially polar-
ized input beam with the degree of polarization equal
to P0 and the normalized coherency matrix ρ0 = M0/I0
(Trρ0 = 1) which is known to play the role of the density
matrix describing the mixed polarization state. This ma-
trix can generally be expressed in terms of the eigenstates
as follows
ρ0 =
1 + P0
2
fˆ+ ⊗ fˆ∗+ +
1− P0
2
fˆ− ⊗ fˆ∗−, (18)
where the eigenpolarization vectors, fˆ+ and fˆ−, form the
orthonormal basis that meets the orthogonality condi-
tions: fˆ∗µ · fˆν = δµν (δµν is the Kronecker delta). Similar
to Eq. (16), the Stokes vector of the mixed state (18) can
be written in the form:
(S
(0)
1 , S
(0)
2 , S
(0)
3 ) = I0P0sˆ0, (19)
where sˆ0 is the normalized unit Stokes vector character-
izing the partially polarized input wave.
In accordance with the interferometry based ap-
proach [20, 21], this is the interference part of the in-
tensity, Ii = TrMi, determined by the interference term
of the coherence matrix (11)
Ii/I0 = 2 Re[e
−iΦ0FP ] = 2V cos(ΦP − Φ0) (20)
that gives the Pancharatnam phase, ΦP , and the visibility
of the interference pattern, V . These are thus defined
by the averaged transmission matrix through the general
relation
FP = 〈Ts(h)〉0 ≡ Tr[Ts(h)ρ0] = V exp(iΦP ). (21)
For the mixed state (18) and the transmission matrix (8),
it is not difficult to derive the expression for FP which
can be conveniently written in the following form:
FP = [τ+ + τ−P0 cosψ0], cosψ0 = sˆ0 · sˆd, (22)
τ± = (t+ ± t−)/2. (23)
In the case of unpolarized light and unitary trans-
mission matrix [see Eq. (10)] where P0 = 0 and τ+ ≈
cos(∆Φ) exp(iΦ), the formulas for the Pancharatnam
phase and the visibility assume the simplified form:
ΦP = argFP ≈
{
Φ, cos(∆Φ) > 0
Φ + pi, cos(∆Φ) < 0
(24)
V = |FP | ≈ | cos(∆Φ)|. (25)
It should be stressed that the phase ΦP defined by the
relations (21)–(23) is the total relative phase between the
beams before and after the cell.
For unpolarized light with P0 = 0, the Pancharatnam
phase (24) is governed by the average of in-plane refrac-
tive indices: (n+ + n−)/2, whereas the visibility (25) is
determined by the retardation phase 2∆Φ. The intensity
of the interference pattern (13) can now be recast into
the simple form
I = TrM = 2I0[1 + V cos(ΦP − Φ0)] (26)
which is manifestly independent of optical axes orien-
tation and shows that the electrically induced shift of
the interferogram is solely dictated by the Pancharatnam
phase.
Figure 6: Intensity of output wavefield, I/I0, as a
function of the electric field for the DHFLC cell of
thickness D ≈ 53 µm filled with the FLC mixture
FLC-624. Solid line represents the theoretical curve
computed from (13) using the following parameters of
the mixture: n⊥ ≈ 1.5 is the ordinary refractive index,
n‖ ≈ 1.71 is the extraordinary refractive index, θ ≈ 33◦
is the smectic tilt angle, and r2 ≈ 1.03 is the biaxiality
ratio.
Note that the points where the visibility vanishes
(V = 0) represent the phase singularities where the Pan-
charatnam phase is undefined. In the observation plane,
such singularity points may, under certain conditions,
form curves that can be visualized as the zero visibility
fringes. From (25), such fringes indicate the loci of the
points where the phase retardation meets the condition
of half-wave plates: cos(∆Φ/2) = 0. So, these singular-
ity lines might be called the half-wave fringes. Figure 5
shows the interferogram where such fringes arising from
variations in cell thickness are easily discernible as zero-
contrast stripes separating different areas of the interfer-
ence fringes.
Formulas (13) and (17) in combination with the ex-
pressions for n± [see Eq. (A13)] and ψd [see Eq. (A18)]
can now be used to fit the data on electric field depen-
dence of the light intensity measured by the PMT and
6Figure 7: Intensity of output wavefield Ip/I0, measured
as a function of the electric field after the polarizer with
the transmission axis oriented along (ψp = 0) and
perpendicular (ψp = pi/2) to the helix axis. Solid lines
represent the theoretical curves computed from (17)
using the parameters listed in the caption of Fig. 6.
presented in Figs. 6 and 7. For this purpose, we assume
that the FLC mixture is characterized by the parameters:
⊥ ≈ 2.22 (n⊥ ≡ no ≈ 1.5), ‖ ≈ 2.92 (n‖ ≡ ne ≈ 1.71)
and θ = 33◦. Then the fitting gives the values of ratios:
Ps/χE ≈ 2.26 V/µm and r2 = 2/⊥ = 1.03 that are re-
garded as the fitting parameters. The theoretical curves
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Interestingly, the value of the
biaxiality ratio differs from unity and thus the optical
anisotropy of the mixture appears to be weakly biaxial.
Similar result was reported in our previous study [10].
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied electric-field-induced
modulation of unpolarized light in the DHFLC with sub-
wavelength helix pitch using the experimental technique
based on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Such mod-
ulation occurs under the action of the voltage applied
across the cell and manifests itself in the electrically de-
pendent shift and contrast of the interference pattern.
The shift and the visibility are found to be governed
by the Pancharatnam phase and the phase retardation,
respectively. The distinctive features of the electro-optic
response in the regime of unpolarized illumination are:
(a) insensitivity to the rotation of in-plane optical axes
(this property was initially regarded as a requirement for
pure phase modulation); and (b) modulation at subkilo-
herz operating frequencies (similar result was reported
in [7] for vertically aligned DHFLCs). So, modulation of
unpolarized light driven by the orientational Kerr effect
might be of considerable importance for applications in
photonic devices such as deflectors, switchable gratings
and wave-front correctors.
Our concluding remark concerns the Pancharatnam
phase that, for the mixed polarization state (18), is given
by formulas (21) and (22). The electrically induced shift
of the interference fringes is naturally associated with this
phase. We can also apply the approach of Refs. [20, 21]
to derive the expression for the geometric phase Φg —
the so-called Sjo¨qvist’s phase – which is the part of ΦP
obtained by excluding the dynamical contribution. Such
phase is an important characteristics which is determined
solely by the geometry of the path in the space of polar-
ization states.
In particular, when the transmission matrix is unitary
[see Eq. (10)], it is rather straightforward to show that
the geometric phase can be written in the following form:
Φg = arg(ReFg + iP0 ImFg), (27)
Fg = [cos(∆Φ) + i sin(∆Φ) cosψ0]e
−i∆Φ cosψ0 . (28)
From Eqs. (27) and (28), it can be inferred that, sim-
ilar to the visibility, V = |FP |, the geometric phase Φg
depends on the phase retardation 2∆Φ, and the angle be-
tween the unit Stokes vectors, sˆ0 and sˆd, characterizing
the input wave and the light linearly polarized along the
optical axis dˆ+, respectively: cosψ0 = sˆ0 · sˆd. It comes as
no surprise that, for unpolarized incident light, the geo-
metric phase (27) vanishes. Similar remark applies to the
case of circular polarized light where cosψ0 = 0. A more
general case of non-unitary evolution requires a more so-
phisticated and comprehensive analysis of the electrically
dependent geometric phases generated by DHFLC cells.
Such analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and its
results will be published elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Dielectric tensor of homogenized
DHFLC cells
In this Appendix we recapitulate the key results on
the effective dielectric tensor of the DHFLC cells. More
details on these results can be found in Refs. [6, 11, 12].
According to Ref. [11], when the pitch-to-wavelength
ratio P/λ is sufficiently small, P/λ < 1, the effective
dielectric tensor
εeff =

(eff)
xx 
(eff)
xy 
(eff)
xz

(eff)
yx 
(eff)
yy 
(eff)
yz

(eff)
zx 
(eff)
zy 
(eff)
zz
 (A1)
can be expressed in terms of the averages over the pitch
7of the uniform lying distorted FLC helical structure
ηzz = 〈−1zz 〉 = −10 〈[1 + u1d2z + u2p2z]−1〉, (A2)
βzα = 〈zα/zz〉 =
〈
u1dzdα + u2pzpα
1 + u1d2z + u2p
2
z
〉
, (A3)
where 〈. . .〉 ≡ 〈. . .〉φ = (2pi)−1
∫ 2pi
0
. . . dφ and α ∈ {x, y},
as follows:
(eff)zz = 1/ηzz, 
(eff)
zα = βzα/ηzz,

(eff)
αβ = 〈(P )αβ 〉+ βzαβzβ/ηzz, (A4)
where 〈(P )αβ 〉 are the components of the averaged tensor
〈εP 〉,
〈(P )αβ 〉 =
〈
αβ − α zz β
zz
〉
= 0
〈
δαβ +
u1dαdβ + u2pαpβ + u1u2qαqβ
1 + u1d2z + u2p
2
z
〉
, (A5)
qα = pzdα − dzpα, α, β ∈ {x, y}, (A6)
describing effective in-plane anisotropy that governs
propagation of normally incident plane waves.
The general formulas (A2)-(A6) give the zeroth-order
approximation for homogeneous models describing the
optical properties of short-pitch DHFLCs. These formu-
las can be used to derive the effective optical tensor of the
homogenized short-pitch DHFLC cell for both vertically
and planar aligned FLC helices [6, 11, 12].
We concentrate on the geometry of the uniform lying
DHFLC helix shown in Fig. 1. For this geometry, the
effective dielectric tensor can be written in the following
form [12]:
εeff =
h + γxxα2E γxyαE 0γxyαE , p + γyyα2E 0
0 0 p − γyyα2E
 , (A7)
where, following Ref. [6], we have introduced the electric
field parameter
αE = χEE/Ps (A8)
proportional to the dielectric susceptibility of the Gold-
stone mode [22, 23]: χE = ∂〈Pz〉/∂E with Pz = Ps cosφ.
The zero-field dielectric constants, h and p, that enter
the tensor (A7) are given by
h/⊥ = (nh/n⊥)2 = r
−1/2
2
{√
r2
+ u1 cos
2 θ
(
r2 − 1√
u+
√
r2
+ u−1/2
)}
, (A9a)
p/⊥ = (np/n⊥)2 =
√
r2u, (A9b)
u = u1 sin
2 θ + 1. (A9c)
Similar results for the coupling coefficients γxx, γyy and
γxy read
γxx/⊥ =
3
√
r2/u
(
√
u+
√
r2)2
(u1 cos θ sin θ)
2, (A10a)
γyy/⊥ =
3
√
r2u
(
√
u+
√
r2)2
(u− r2), (A10b)
γxy/⊥ =
2
√
r2√
u+
√
r2
u1 cos θ sin θ. (A10c)
In Ref. [12], the results (A7)–(A10c) were derived by
using the averaging technique that allows high-order cor-
rections to the dielectric tensor to be accurately esti-
mated and improves agreement between the theory and
the experimental data in the high-field region.
The dielectric tensor (A7) is characterized by the three
generally different principal values (eigenvalues) and the
corresponding optical axes (eigenvectors) as follows
εeff = z zˆ⊗ zˆ+ +dˆ+ ⊗ dˆ+ + −dˆ− ⊗ dˆ−, (A11)
z = n
2
z = 
(eff)
zz = p − γyyα2E , (A12)
± = n 2± = ¯±
√
[∆]2 + [γxyαE ]2 (A13)
where
¯ = ((eff)xx + 
(eff)
yy )/2 = ¯0 + (γxx + γyy)α
2
E/2, (A14)
∆ = ((eff)xx − (eff)yy )/2 = ∆0 + (γxx − γyy)α2E/2,
(A15)
¯0 = (h + p)/2, ∆0 = (h − p)/2. (A16)
The in-plane optical axes are given by
dˆ+ = cosψd xˆ+ sinψd yˆ, dˆ− = zˆ× dˆ+, (A17)
2ψd = arg[∆+ iγxyαE ]. (A18)
From Eq. (A7), it is clear that the zero-field dielec-
tric tensor is uniaxially anisotropic with the optical axis
directed along the twisting axis hˆ = xˆ. The applied
electric field changes the principal values (see Eqs. (A12)
and (A13)) so that the electric-field-induced anisotropy
is generally biaxial. In addition, the in-plane principal
optical axes are rotated about the vector of electric field,
E ‖ zˆ, by the angle ψd given in Eq. (A18).
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